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Learning and Leading with Technology
Opening Doors to Reading
The one-and-only complete guide to Madison, Wisconsin.

Scavenger Hunt - New York
Teaching Language Arts
"You can't walk straight on a crooked line. You do you'll break your leg. How can you walk straight in a crooked system?"
Lewis Michaux was born to do things his own way. When a white banker told him to sell fried chicken, not books, because
"Negroes don't read," Lewis took five books and one hundred dollars and built a bookstore. It soon became the intellectual
center of Harlem, a refuge for everyone from Muhammad Ali to Malcolm X. In No Crystal Stair, Coretta Scott King
Award–winning author Vaunda Micheaux Nelson combines meticulous research with a storyteller's flair to document the life
and times of her great-uncle Lewis Michaux, an extraordinary literacy pioneer of the Civil Rights era. "My life was no crystal
stair, far from it. But I'm taking my leave with some pride. It tickles me to know that those folks who said I could never sell
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books to black people are eating crow. I'd say my seeds grew pretty damn well. And not just the book business. It's the
more important business of moving our people forward that has real meaning."

Bishop, Carrick, Hotchkiss, Johnson, and Related Families
Modeled after the popular TV game show; features categories like state History, Geography, Exploration, People, Statehood,
State Attractions, and lots more. Each category lists educational and entertaining answers--the student gives the correct
question. Includes approximately 30 categories and 150 answers and questions. Kids love the Jeopardy-style format! This
reproducible book features categories of your state to build quick-thinking skills. The categories includes missions, animals,
landmarks, flag facts, ancestors, politics, settlers, statehood, trivia, first, potpourri and more.

English Journal
Provide challenging activities that enable students to explore history, geography, and social studies topics. Activities
include word searches, fact or opinion, creative writing, and more. Answer keys, time lines, and suggested reading lists are
included.

American Civil War, Grades 4 - 7
Texas Parks & Wildlife
"This guide lists the numerous examples of government documents, manuscripts, books, photographs, recordings and films
in the collections of the Library of Congress which examine African-American life. Works by and about African-Americans on
the topics of slavery, music, art, literature, the military, sports, civil rights and other pertinent subjects are discussed"--

Internet Scavenger Hunts
Madison
"Music has the power to bring people together, to unite them in a common cause. Patriotic music in particular can unify all
citizens in expressions of appreciation, pride, and respect for their nation. It is part of our common heritage, and music
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teachers share in the responsibility of making sure that all children will learn these songs and share them with future
generations." "If you're looking for some proven tips and tricks for sharing this great music, especially the U.S. national
anthem, this book is for you. All of the suggestions offered in this collection come from real music teachers in real
classrooms across the country. Take a look inside to learn more about how American music teachers are helping their
students sing the great national songs of our heritage with enthusiasm and respect."--BOOK JACKET.

No Crystal Stair
This book contains 50 clue-based questions that will send you on a scavenger hunt throughout the city. If you want to add a
little bit of history into your travels, then you won’t want to miss this book! This book contains four different scavengerbased trivia hunts; they may also be purchased separately.

U.S. History
One of thousands of children who fled strife in southern Sudan, John Bul Dau survived hunger, exhaustion, and violence. His
wife, Martha, endured similar hardships. In this memorable book, the two convey the best of African values while relating
searing accounts of famine and war. There’s warmth as well, in their humorous tales of adapting to American life. For its
importance as a primary source, for its inclusion of the rarely told female perspective of Sudan’s lost children, for its
celebration of human resilience, this is the perfect story to inform and inspire young readers.

Who Was Harriet Tubman?
This book contains 50 clue-based questions that will send you on a scavenger hunt throughout Central Park. If you want to
add a little bit of history into your travels, then you won’t want to miss this book!

Civil War
This Coretta Scott King Honor Book provides a much-needed window into a little-documented time in black history. The
poignant story, based on the memoir of Maritcha Rémond Lyons, shows what it was like to be a black child born free and
living in New York City in the mid-1800s.

Current Index to Journals in Education, Semi-Annual Cumulations, 1983
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Civil War on Sunday
Vols. 24-52 include the proceedings of the A.N.A. convention. 1911-39.

Meade and Lee at Bristoe Station
The Gettysburg Address is a speech by U.S. President Abraham Lincoln, one of the best-known in American history. It was
delivered by Lincoln during the American Civil War, on the afternoon of Thursday, November 19, 1863, at the dedication of
the Soldiers' National Cemetery in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, four and a half months after the Union armies defeated those
of the Confederacy at the Battle of Gettysburg. Abraham Lincoln's carefully crafted address, secondary to other
presentations that day, was one of the greatest and most influential statements of national purpose. In just over two
minutes, Lincoln reiterated the principles of human equality espoused by the Declaration of Independence and proclaimed
the Civil War as a struggle for the preservation of the Union sundered by the secession crisis, with "a new birth of freedom"
that would bring true equality to all of its citizens. Lincoln also redefined the Civil War as a struggle not just for the Union,
but also for the principle of human equality. Beginning with the now-iconic phrase "Four score and seven years
ago"—referring to the United States Declaration of Independence in 1776—Lincoln examined the founding principles of the
United States as stated in the Declaration of Independence. In the context of the Civil War, Lincoln also memorialized the
sacrifices of those who gave their lives at Gettysburg and extolled virtues for the listeners (and the nation) to ensure the
survival of America's representative democracy: that "government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not
perish from the earth." Despite the speech's prominent place in the history and popular culture of the United States, the
exact wording and location of the speech are disputed. The five known manuscripts of the Gettysburg Address in Lincoln's
hand differ in a number of details, and also differ from contemporary newspaper reprints of the speech.

More Books Appeal
In this book, the author offers helpful and practical advice on tasting, choosing and storing a variety of wines, without
including any stodginess and snobbery.

Designing a Handheld Interactive Scavenger Hunt Game to Enhance Museum Experience
Reproducible pages designed to teach children about a fascinating period in United States history.

The Gettysburg Address
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A complete teaching package, the STARR curriculum (speaking, technology use, analysis, and reading through research)
has everything from initial planning strategies to final implementation procedures.

The Legacy of the Civil War
Virginia Studies Student Workbook
This 192 page value is still exactly what you need to make Virginia Studies successful for both you and your students. This
must-have workbook helps students develop a greater understanding of Virginia's rich history, from early settlements of
American Indian language groups and the founding of Jamestown to the present with a special focus on geography,
economics, and civics. Students will develop skills to analyze, interpret, and demonstrate knowledge of important events
and ideas in our history and understand the contributions made by people of diverse cultural and ethnic backgrounds.
Students will use geographic tools to examine the influence of physical and cultural geography on Virginia history. Students
will learn skills for responsible citizenship, and practice these skills as they extend their understanding of history and social
science. Students will not only learn the facts, but also the meaning behind the facts, enticing examples, and inspiring
activities, workbook pages include a wide variety of formats. Tons of activities utilize critical thinking skills, math skills, map
skills, and English skills. Engaging graphics, enriching sidebar information, questions for discussion, and other thoughtprovoking asides help students learn, think, and analyze what it means to be a Virginia citizen. This book also includes a
glossary, pronunciation guide, and a thorough index. Enrichment is author Carole Marsh's specialty, so be prepared to learn
loads about Virginia.

Current Index to Journals in Education
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! Cannon fire! That's what Jack and Annie hear when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to the time of the
American Civil War. There they meet a famous nurse named Clara Barton and do their best to help wounded soldiers. It is
their hardest journey in time yet—and the one that will make the most difference to their own lives! Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who
are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A
longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
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It Works for Me!
In this elegant book, the Pulitzer Prize-winning writer explores the manifold ways in which the Civil War changed the United
States forever. He confronts its costs, not only human (six hundred thousand men killed) and economic (beyond reckoning)
but social and psychological. He touches on popular misconceptions, including some concerning Abraham Lincoln and the
issue of slavery. The war in all its facets “grows in our consciousness,” arousing complex emotions and leaving “a gallery of
great human images for our contemplation.”

The Buzz on Wine
Maritcha
Internet addresses to art, business, humor, jobs, kids, movies, religion, science, and more.

Lost Boy, Lost Girl
Southern Social Studies Quarterly
Susan Brooks-Young, author of ISTE's bestselling Making Technology Standards Work for You, offers time-crunched
administrators a suite of tools to enhance their productivity. The Electronic Briefcase serves school administrators on two
levels, providing resources equally useful to those proficient with technology and to those just getting started. Included on
the accompanying CD-ROM are more than 35 templates organized around the NETS for Administrators that will help
education leaders complete everyday administrative tasks and make their workload more manageable. FEATURESBasic
instruction for file management and productivity software CD-ROM templates for classroom observations, staff meetings,
budget planning, evaluation rubrics, and more Tools for creating a letterhead, memos, flyers, discipline referrals, and
certificates

The American Republic Since 1877
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Scavenger Hunt - New York Central Park
Contains twenty reproducible worksheets designed to help students in grades four through eight conduct Internet searches
on events in American history, each with reading-comprehension questions and graphic organizers.

The Internet Yellow Pages
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the chronological history of the United States and also
provides the necessary depth to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and major
developments that together form the American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race,
class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history, considering the people, events and ideas that
have shaped the United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).

Michigan History
The Civil War in the Eastern Theater during the late summer and fall of 1863 was anything but inconsequential. Generals
Meade and Lee continued where they had left off, executing daring marches while boldly maneuvering the chess pieces of
war in an effort to gain decisive strategic and tactical advantage. Cavalry actions crisscrossed the rolling landscape; bloody
battle revealed to both sides the command deficiencies left in the wake of Gettysburg. It was the first and only time in the
war Meade exercised control of the Army of the Potomac on his own terms. Jeffrey Wm Hunt brilliant dissects these and
others issues in Meade and Lee at Bristoe Station: The Problems of Command and Strategy After Gettysburg, from Brandy
Station to the Buckland Races, August 1 to October 31, 1863. The carnage of Gettysburg left both armies in varying states
of command chaos as the focus of the war shifted west. Lee further depleted his ranks by dispatching James Longstreet (his
best corps commander) and most of his First Corps via rail to reinforce Bragg’s Army of Tennessee. The Union defeat that
followed at Chickamauga, in turn, forced Meade to follow suit with the XI and XII Corps. Despite these reductions, the
aggressive Lee assumed the strategic offensive against his more careful Northern opponent, who was also busy waging a
rearguard action against the politicians in Washington. Meade and Lee at Bristoe Station is a fast-paced, dynamic account
of how the Army of Northern Virginia carried the war above the Rappahannock once more in an effort to retrieve the laurels
lost in Pennsylvania. When the opportunity beckoned Lee took it, knocking Meade back on his heels with a threat to his
army as serious as the one Pope had endured a year earlier. As Lee quickly learned again, A. P. Hill was no Stonewall
Jackson, and with Longstreet away Lee’s cudgel was no longer as mighty as he wished. The high tide of the campaign
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ebbed at Bristoe Station with a signal Confederate defeat. The next move was now up to Meade. Hunt’s follow-up volume to
his well-received Meade and Lee After Gettysburg is grounded upon official reports, regimental histories, letters,
newspapers, and other archival sources. Together, they provide a day-by-day account of the fascinating high-stakes affair
during this three-month period. Coupled with original maps and outstanding photographs, this new study offers a significant
contribution to Civil War literature.

A Literature Unit for Rifles for Watie, by Harold Keith
Pep up your library techniques! Perk up your program and sell the library! Put spirit and spunk into reading and research.
These ideas are geared for grades 7 and 8 but are easily adapted for younger or older children--and will inspire you to come
up with a few of your own! Chapters include Publicity, Fun with Books Lists, Quiet Mental Games, Contests and Active
Games, Reference Books, and Fiction Crossword Puzzles. Examples of activities: banquets, fairs, parties, programs, bazaars,
carnivals, tournaments, posters, displays, projects, exhibits, field trips, workshops, clubs, conventions, awards, letters,
videotapes, clearinghouse activities, readathons, quizzes, invitations, raffles, lists, swaps, newsletters, fundraisers, and
more!

Civil War
Iowa Jeopardy!: Answers & Questions About Our State!
Engaging, readable, student-friendly, and practical, this text is built on a strong theoretical and research base, and
illustrated and clarified with real-life examples of children and teachers from today's diverse classrooms. Written to reflect
cutting-edge theory, new research, the latest policies, the new Common Core State Standards, and best practices in the
rapidly changing world of language arts instruction, Carole Cox's new Seventh Edition continues to guide students as they
learn the many skills required to become an effective teacher today.--Publisher's description.

Lincoln and the Jews
The African-American Mosaic
Born a slave in Maryland, Harriet Tubman knew first-hand what it meant to be someone's property; she was whipped by
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owners and almost killed by an overseer. It was from other field hands that she first heard about the Underground Railroad
which she travelled by herself north to Philadelphia. Throughout her long life (she died at the age of ninety-two) and long
after the Civil War brought an end to slavery, this amazing woman was proof of what just one person can do.

Instructor's Resource Manual
Social Studies Units for Grades 9-12
The Numismatist
One hundred and fifty years after Abraham Lincoln's death, the full story of his extraordinary relationship with Jews is told
here for the first time. Lincoln and the Jews: A History provides readers both with a captivating narrative of his interactions
with Jews, and with the opportunity to immerse themselves in rare manuscripts and images, many from the Shapell Lincoln
Collection, that show Lincoln in a way he has never been seen before. Lincoln's lifetime coincided with the emergence of
Jews on the national scene in the United States. When he was born, in 1809, scarcely 3,000 Jews lived in the entire country.
By the time of his assassination in 1865, large-scale immigration, principally from central Europe, had brought that number
up to more than 150,000. Many Americans, including members of Lincoln's cabinet and many of his top generals during the
Civil War, were alarmed by this development and treated Jews as second-class citizens and religious outsiders. Lincoln, this
book shows, exhibited precisely the opposite tendency. He also expressed a uniquely deep knowledge of the Old
Testament, employing its language and concepts in some of his most important writings. He befriended Jews from a young
age, promoted Jewish equality, appointed numerous Jews to public office, had Jewish advisors and supporters starting
already from the early 1850s, as well as later during his two presidential campaigns, and in response to Jewish sensitivities,
even changed the way he thought and spoke about America. Through his actions and his rhetoric—replacing "Christian
nation," for example, with "this nation under God"—he embraced Jews as insiders. In this groundbreaking work, the product
of meticulous research, historian Jonathan D. Sarna and collector Benjamin Shapell reveal how Lincoln's remarkable
relationship with American Jews impacted both his path to the presidency and his policy decisions as president. The volume
uncovers a new and previously unknown feature of Abraham Lincoln's life, one that broadened him, and, as a result,
broadened America.
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